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There was no denying from the script that this film was going to be an immensely creative
and incredibly ambitious piece to bring to life.
Moving between the current day and the colourful 1960’s era, whilst genre hopping
between a hopeful, coming of age, to a thriller, then concluding with a full blown horror
sequence, bursting with nightmarish blood, and scary men in the shadows, I knew this was
going to be an extremely exciting, and incredibly creative challenge, effortlessly merging
my favourite eras and genres together to create a nostalgic and immersive genre piece
to remember. Collaborating with such a visionary director, Edgar Wright, and our artistic
cinematographer Chung-hoon Chung, the journey in creating this film was just as fun and
wild as the film itself.
From the outset, Edgar expressed his strong desire to ensure that this world was brought
to life with as many physical makeup effects as possible, to create as much authenticity
as possible and to also ensure that the actors felt completely immersed in their parts
and the world. Myself and Barrie, worked very closely with Edgar and our visual effects
supervisor - Tom, to work out exactly how much we could apply physically, and then which
parts had to be added in post. After an incredible amount of tests and efforts from the
team, we managed to create the Shadow Men in complete physical form, with only minor
adjustments in post (in the final climax of the film) which made the horror feel incredibly
real and daunting whilst shooting and in the final film.
The team worked effortlessly to bring the world to life. We had to have three separate
groups of artists preparing the shadow men, then another group working solely on the
characters in the 1960’s, and finally the modern day fashion students. The team worked as
one to ensure the marrying of these three very different looks felt seamless and a part of
one world. This meant having a team of thirty artists prepping the Shadow men for the set.
All shot on the streets of Soho, on the many night shoots.
We were all very much on board to make this big world come to life and take audiences on
an unforgettable journey into darkness.

PROSTHETICS
BARRIE GOWER

Prosthetics Designer Barrie Gower and his team at BGFX, created several extensive
looks and makeup effects for Last Night in Soho. Most notable were the character
prosthetics for the Shadowmen.
Barrie worked closely with Makeup Designer Lizzie Georgiou and Director Edgar
Wright to create a striking monochrome pallet with eyeless sockets and mouthless
features for the 13 bespoke Shadowmen characters.
Barrie and his team also created various trauma makeups for other characters,
including prosthetic transfer gashes and a blood rigged, multiple stabbed neck
appliance for Matt Smith’s character ‘Jack’. Hand and neck injuries for Anya TaylorJoy’s ‘Sandie’ and Thomasin McKenzie’s ‘Eloise’ and head injuries for Terence
Stamp’s stunt double.
The project was a wonderful opportunity for Barrie to collaborate with Lizzie and
her makeup and hair team to create some truly original and striking characters.

‘Throughout the twists and turns of the film, the
dark side of Swinging London’s past is revealed
like a fluorescent fever dream, with dark and
dazzling hair and makeup that evokes mod
nostalgia and something a little more sinister all
at once’
												- British

THOMASIN MCKENZIE-ELOISE

Inspired by her late mother’s journey as a young fashion designer, making
her way from the countryside of England to the big city, London, Eloise
embarks on her own journey beginning as an innocent, untainted classic
beauty.
For the first stage of her look, it was important to me that we accentuated
Thomasin’s natural beauty. Eloise begins sweet and wide eyed to the journey
ahead, which is why we decided to use her own hair. She is inspired however
by the 60’s legends, therefore we designed a Hepburn - esque updo, and
fifties inspired make up looks, still keeping the essence of innocence to
Eloise with light pink cheeks and lips.

THOMASIN MCKENZIE-ELOISE

For the second stage of Eloise’s look, she has become incredibly
connected to the young woman, Sandie, who she is seeing in her
dreams. This plays alongside Eloise’s own coming of age, and the veil
being lifted from her eyes to the darkness of being a young woman in
Soho. Eloise morphs into Sandie, changing her hair colour to blonde,
and wearing 60’s style hair styles. Her make up becomes more confident
and bold, with red lips and accentuated features, highlighting the
woman Eloise is becoming, but also the attachment she has to Sandie.

THOMASIN MCKENZIE-ELOISE

At around half way through, the film
takes a dark turn and the genre leaps
into thriller/horror. One of the most
significant sequences of this is when
Eloise attends the halloween party, and
her nightmarish horror visions continue
to play out, hauntingingly.
For this look we used the Le Maquillage
palette, off white base to create the
skin tone, and also used this palette for
the black panda eyes. We then added
khol pencil and smudged mascara, to
help accentuate.
For the bloody nose, we used Dave
Stoneman bloody real blood. Adding
cut head / cut hand - Prodbondo scars.

THOMASIN MCKENZIE-ELOISE
For Eloise’s final look, it was important that she took a
significant departure from Sandie and the trauma she was
exposed to on this journey, reconnecting with her true self.
Therefore, we decided to bring her back to her natural hair
colour, but with a confident and modern hair style, to mirror
the new found confidence she has within herself. This also
translated to her make up look, reverting back to a more
natural, yet grown up look, signifying Eloise having taken
that journey from a young girl, to a woman.

A N YA TAY LO R-J O Y- S A N D I E

Sandie arrives on screen with confidence and flare. To Eloise, she signifies everything a woman of the 60’s
era should be. With the 1960’s being a huge time of change for women, both politically and the role a
woman could take in life, when we first meet Sandie, she needed to feel incredibly enticing and confident,
and everything a woman of that time represented.
Brigiite Bardot was a huge inspiration for Sandie’s look, as was the French movement of the early sixties.
I kept her hair the lightest blonde, as I wanted it to stand out in the lighting, I knew we were going to
have for the best part of the film. We kept her makeup simple and clean, fresh and natural, like that of a
young woman chasing her dream in that era.

A N YA TAY LO R-J O Y- S A N D I E

As her story unfolds, we peel back the layers of what Sandie
truly faced, delving into the much darker times of her journey
and the 1960’s. To portray this deterioration on screen, we
had Sandie transition from a young and fresh faced, beautiful
young woman, to the traumatised. Sandie used alcohol to
numb the pain, and endure what she felt she had too, therefore
we wanted to highlight this through her more careless look.
We had fun using references from England’s 1960’s, Mary Quant
and Twiggy images sourcing colours and lashes to emulate the
era, as Sandie spirals deeper and deeper into the sordid side
of sixties Soho.

For Sandie’s darkest moments, and her transition into the
horror segment of the film, we had Barrie’s team assist us
with a blood rig and prosthetic transfers, for the Carrie-esque
inspired moment where she has had her throat and hand
slashed in a fight with her pimp.

M AT T S M I T H - J A C K

Jack’s character was inspired by the Brit pack of the late 50’s early sixties.
When we first meet Jack, he is meant to entice us into his world, the way he does with
Sandie. Therefore it was important he was handsome, and whilst cheeky and flirty, his
look also allowed for Sandie to put her trust in him.
With Matt Smith being such a well known face, especially in the UK, it was important
that we created a look he hasn’t had before this movie, the late 50’s quiff worked really
well in doing this, whilst ensuring he looked handsome but with an edge.
To create this edgy, bad boy look, I accentuated a scar that ran into his hair. As the story
progresses, and we are exposed to the reality of Jack’s character as the evil pimp that
he really is, I used gradual shading and contouring to emphasize this shift, and marry
with the genre shift into thriller/horror.
Jack also had facial scratches and a blood pump applied during his murder scene.

T E R R A N C E S TA M P
-LESLEY

SAM CLAFIN
- YOUNG LESLEY

It was great to get to work with Terance. His character had to trick the audience into believing that he was an older Jack,
now forty years on. I designed a three quarter wig with a believable hairline for his character, whilst brushing it back to
create an older version of Jack’s quiff. To do this we used Terences own hair at the back which I cut into, to create the
length required for that era.
I also applied some corrective work on his skin and some very worked in eyeshadow, brow and lid liner. This all helped
create the illusion that he was an older Jack.
Young Lesley
Sam had contacts and a longer three quarter hair piece with Terence style shading and eye makeup.

DIANA RIGG - MRS COLLINS

The objective with Mrs Collins’ look was to create subtle similarities between her and
Sandie, so that the audience do not crack the twist before it arrives in the end of the film,
but also is believable when we do learn that Sandie was a younger Mrs Collins.
Diana only allowed us 20 minutes in the chair to do both hair and makeup, so we had to
be incredibly economical about the products we used and the way in which we applied
her look.
Diana wore a wig which consisted of a stocking cap and only three pins, as she did not
allow us to apply anymore than that.
I evened her skin tone, added blush and eyebrows to look like they had been self drawn
and Diana applied her own lipstick as part of a character trait.

R I TA T U S H I N G H A M - P E G G Y

Rita is so beautiful and has that fabulous
thick hair which I was very tempted to
use. However we decided not to use her
own hair and applied a wig, that was more
suited to someone living in the country.
Makeup was very subtle.

MICHAEL AEJO - JOHN

Micheal had quite a lot of light and shade on his skin in order to balance out
the tonal effects of the movie. We added brow definition and eye definition for
his everyday look. His hair was cut into a very hip style and twisted. To emulate
a young man from South London who has made it into fashion university. We
later added coloured coils to his hair to show a time lapse. He too wears the
Halloween pale face with panda eye makeup, which fades and withers, as the
night goes from party fun to full blown horror scenes. Micheal later plays the
hero who ends up getting stabbed whilst saving his girlfriend with blood bags
and head wounds.

COLLEGE GIRLS

The college girls are set in modern day, and
had to represent the cool and trendy young
Londoner that initially, Eloise aspires to be.
These girls needed to accentuate the wide
eyed, country girl in Eloise. We drew strong
reference to some of the great teenage
rebellion movies such as: The Craft for their
Halloween looks.

HALLOWEEN LOOKS

SHADOW MEN

SHADOW MEN

SHADOW MEN - PROSTHETIC
Creating the shadow men was one of the
most exciting and challenging processes
of designing this movie. Edgar wanted to
use as little effects as possible, so we had
to do our best to make them feel incredibly
haunting, combining the wonderful efforts
of the make up team alongside Barrie’s SFX
team, to create chillingly real, relatable, and
daunting figures that become progressively
menacing as the movie unfolds.
The inspiration for making these men, once
everyday punters who show up in Eloise’s
world, to then becoming eye and mouthless in the latter half of the film, was to
strip away their identity, and foreshadow
the haunting reality of the threat that
women have to face daily.
The Shadow Men makeup consisted of
overlapping silicone appliances, a grey
alcohol based gel foundation, mottled
with skin illustrator inks. Each character
had grey knotted eyebrows and some with
knotted facial hair. All the hair was also
painted to complete monochrome look.

SHADOW MEN - PROSTHETIC

SLAUGHTERED PUNTERS

The Shadowmen actors also doubled for the ghostly dead ‘Punters’, who had various
silicone and prosthetic transfer injuries, including slashed throats, gashes and stab
wounds. These wounds were also matched in the grey Shadowmen looks, but dressed
with an acrylic based black blood product, to complement the desaturated tones.
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